
1) A song by this band recounts “swallowing [the title drug], Feeling spaced, breathing out Listerine”
while on the road. This act put out a 2004 live bootleg album named Baron von Bullshit Rides Again
that was recorded at the Social in Orlando. James (*) Mercer sings backup vocals in a song by this
group, and that song’s video depicts a crudely built robot running away from home. In a reference to
Planes, Trains, and Automobiles, this band’s singer says the title car features “melted but we still have the
radio” in one song. For 10 points, name this 2000s band of “Dashboard” and “Float On” fame.
ANSWER: Modest Mouse

2) Argentina was denied the chance to do this in 1942 because of the outbreak of World War II. 2002
marked the first time that this action was done by two nations in conjunction. France did this action
and won in 1988. An Middle Eastern country will do this in (*) 2022, causing them to need air
conditioned fields in Qatar. Russia spent around $14 billion to do this in 2018, but was allowed to be drawn
from Pot 1, getting a weaker group, because they did this. For 10 points, name this action in which your
nation organizes the world’s biggest soccer tournament.
ANSWER: Hosting the World Cup <Brad>

3) The protagonist of this game meets Cynthia Weaverat the Oh Deer Diner before she takes him to the
Well-Lit Room. Ben Mott kidnaps a character at Cauldron Lake to start the plot of this game. There
are 100 thermoses hidden around this game, and this game opens with the protagonist losing his wife
in the town of (*) Bright Falls, Washington. This game is broken up into 6 chapters, and involves hunting
for manuscript pieces from the novel Departure. For 10 points, name this 2010 horror Xbox game in which
the title writer finds himself living out the plot of his most recent novel.
ANSWER: Alan Wake <Brad>

4) Senator Pat Toomey demanded an apology after one of these things resembled Yuri Kochiyama. The
first of these things celebrated Burning Man, and went online in 1998, and in 2010, the first
interactive one of these things honored (*) Pac-Man’s 30th anniversary. PR officer Dennis Hwang was
asked in 2001 by Larry Page and Sergey Brin to design these drawings on a certain website’s homepage.
For 10 points, name these sketches that accompany the logo of the world’s biggest search engine.
ANSWER: Google Doodles <Brad>

5) Presidential candidate Marianne Williamson officiated this woman’s wedding to Larry Fortensky at
Neverland Ranch in 1991. This woman was the first person to find Montgomery Clift after his car
accident and saved him from choking on his teeth. This woman was legally declared dead during her
last film for MGM (*), BUtterfield 8. She became the first actress to receive $1,000,000 for a role in
Cleopatra. Anne Bancroft accepted this woman’s 2nd “Best Actress” Oscar in 7 years, when she won for
Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf. For 10 points, name this often-married actress closely associated with her
2-time husband Richard Burton.
ANSWER: Elizabeth Taylor <Brad>

6) In 2015, a band named for this figure released the album Atom by Atom, after they changed their
name back from Pariah. An album named for “Art Brut vs *this figure*” opens with the track
Alcoholics Unanimous. In an Ozzie Osbourne song, people run as this figure is seen “comin’ ‘round
the bend.” The speaker in Venom’s (*) “Possessed” claims to be the child of this figure, and a Mercyful
Fate song associates this figure with 666. For 10 points, name this figure who, according to Alice Cooper,
lives in Hell and works with demons.
ANSWER: Satan [or The Devil. Prompt on “John C. Calhoun.” He knows why] <Brad>



7) In the first episode of this series, Judy Hensler snitches on the titular character to Miss Canfield, and
she was replaced by Penny Woods in later episodes. This series became the first prime time series in
history to have a series finale, when the primary actor wanted to leave to go to a (*) public high
school. The parents, June and Ward, appear to have no hobbies beyond reading the Mayfield Press in this
series that starred Jerry Mathers. For 10 points, name this too-wholesome 50’s television show about
Theodore Cleaver, not actually about a rodent.
ANSWER: Leave it to Beaver <Brad>

8) A creature inside this structure gave the protagonist three magic stones to feed to a toad. A piece of
magic chalk and an hourglass, given to the protagonist inside this structure, help the protagonist
enter the lair of the (*) Pale Man. This structure was built as a portal so that Moana’s spirit could return to
the underworld. Vidal is informed that his son will never know his name before being shot at the entrance
of this structure, where Ofelia died. For 10 points, name this titular structure in a 2006 movie written by
Guillermo del Toro, a maze named for a mythological faun.
ANSWER: The Labyrinth [Accept Pan’s Labyrinth] <Brad>

9) Charlie Hentz did this action twice in a game, resulting in a cancellation. Chris Morris was the most
recent person to do this thing, resulting in an unfortunate comparison to to the World Trade Center
bombings from the announcer. Future actor Chuck Connors became the first person to do this when
he bricked a 40-foot shot in warmups. This action became a (*) technical foul in 1993, and after Darryl
Dawkins earned a reputation for doing this, break-away rims were installed. For 10 points, name this action
that happens when a player dunks hard enough to shatter half an inch of safety glass.
ANSWER: Breaking the backboard [or backboard shattering or equivalents] <Brad>

10) In a Vice article, a member of this family recounted witnessing the Beirut Barrack Bombings as a
Navy Boiler technician. That member of this family played Vic Hargrove for the first two seasons of
the series following the trials of Black Jesus in Compton, California.  Another member of this family
sings lines like “I wish you bring some of your love home to me” along with Rick James in the 80s hit
“Party(*) All the Time.” That man of this family played many roles in films like Norbit and Nutty
Professor. For 10 points, name this acting family with members Charlie and Eddie.
ANSWER: Murphy [Accept Eddie Murphy or Charlie Murphy]

11) In 1976, this man was hired as the head coach of the New York Jets despite having never seen an
NFL game before. This man is the only person to take 6 schools to bowl games. This man was
dismissed from Arkansas after endorsing Jesse (*) Helms’s reelection while Helms was lobbying against
a national MLK day. This coach joked that he and Woody Hayes would only be remembered for ending
their career with a fight against Clemson, before handing his job to Steve Spurrier. For 10 points, name this
man who coached the last Notre Dame National Championship season.
ANSWER: Lou Holtz <Brad>

12) A Professor of this species hosted shorts like Disney Sing Along Songs until he was replaced by
Jiminy Cricket. In a tribute to Al Jolson, a young one of these animals sings “Chi mi frena in tal
momento” from Lucia di Lammermoor in I Love to Singa. Zack Snyder’s first animated film deals
with Soren, one of these animals from the land of (*) Ga’Hoole. One of these animals, first bought at
Eeylops Emporium at Diagon Alley, died during the Battle of Seven Potters. For 10 points, name this
animal that accompanies Athena in Clash of the Titans.
ANSWER: Owls [Accept Owl Jolson]



13) A 2010 University of Antwerp study found no link between this function and concession stand prices.
The “Larry Bird” exception is an exception to this feature in the NBA. Each violation of this feature
results in a $5 million dollar fine for NFL teams. The 2005 hockey (*) lockout and the 1994 Major
League Baseball strike were largely prompted by proposals for these features. The NBA has a luxury tax
and a “soft” one of these features, the NFL has a “hard” one, and baseball doesn’t have one, resulting in
absurdly large contracts. For 10 points, name this feature limiting team payrolls.
ANSWER: Salary Cap <Brad>

14) A person in this position is tasked with taking the pardoned turkey Drew P. Neck to the
slaughterhouse until she is stopped by the Belchers. One person in this profession says “Beat it, kids!
Come back when you got connections!” to a group of orphans while on a date with (*) Leela, earning
her ire. Another of these people derails a civic campaign by using George Constanza’s advice that everyone
in the city of New York should wear name tags. For 10 points, Chaz from Futurama and Lloyd from
Seinfeld have what profession, the latter failing the campaign of David Dinkins?
ANSWER: Mayor’s Aide [Accept Chaz, Marsha, or Lloyd; Accept synonym to “aide” like Assistant]

15) A young boy, named Kyle, in this film, who is into cults, at one point calls himself  “the Great and
Honorable Al-Ali Akbar Shabaz Da,” later giving praise to Allah. Boys in this film find out their sex
ed teacher Miss Davis secretely (*) strips to pay for luxurious items in this film. The Ali Larter played
Darcy attempts to seduce the main character with a whip cream bikini in this film that’s set in the fictional
West Canaan. James Van Der Beek plays backup QB Jonathan Moxon in, for 10 points, what 1999 film?
ANSWER: Varsity Blues

16) This figure covered the Clash’s “Lost in Supermarket'' and wrote three original tracks for the Over
the Hedge soundtrack. That soundtrack featured a reworking of a song that lampoons nu-metal with
lyrics like “Y'all don't know what it's like/Being male, middle-class and white.” That song by this
artist is “Rockin’ (*) the Suburbs,” and his highest charting song was “Brick” from his namesake band’s
album Whatever and Ever Amen. For 10 points, name this artist whose band is known as “[this man’s]
Five” actually only has three members.
ANSWER: Ben Folds

17) Peter Griffin is this game’s Hall of Fame after authoring a notable book on its theory, and Stanford
Wong was inducted after creating the strategy of “Wonging,” entering at an advantageous point. This
game inspired “Pontoon,” which replaces the most popular terminology with “twist” and “stick,” and
allows you to (*) double the size of the pot. It is best to “double down” with a pair of 5’s in this game, the
world’s most popular casino game. For 10 points, name this game where you might tell a dealer to “hit
you” or “stand” to make your cards add to 21.
ANSWER: Blackjack [accept “21” before said”] <Brad>

18) Pat and Harry Olivieri are credited with inventing this food item, apocryphally giving the first one to
a cab driver from their hot dog stand. “Cocky Joe” Lorenza is the first person to add provolone to
this food item that is most traditionally sold on an (*) Amoroso roll, with ribeye. John Kerry
inexplicably ordered this sandwich with swizz instead of cheese whiz at a campaign stop in the Keystone
State. For 10 points, name this sandwich that’s closely identified with the Eagles, 76ers, and Phillies.
ANSWER: Philadelphia Cheesesteak <Brad>

19) A glass of red wine was knocked over onto a yellow tablecloth minutes before this person’s arrival in
the episode in which they appeared. This person’s contract waives liability in cases of death by



orgasm, and this person declared there would be no treaty if there was no war, some time after a ship
crash-landed in the (*) ocean. This person controls the police, which totally tracks in Dumbworld,
according to Jerry, and he vowed to make the land wet after assuming an assassination attempt, after a
shooting by Adam. For 10 points, name this nemesis of Rick Sanchez, according to a 2021 episode of Rick
and Morty.
ANSWER: Mr. Nimbus <Brad>

20) In 8 Bit Theater, Black Mage takes over this place after Lich breaks his spine. In Neil Gaiman’s The
Sandman, Morpheus goes to this place to get his helmet. The final venue in Guitar Hero III is in this
place, and you need to defeat its usual (*) ruler with the power of rock and roll. In What Dreams May
Come, Robin Williams attempts to bring his wife back from this place. In Supernatural, Dean goes to this
place after selling his soul to save his brother. For 10 points, name this place that is often portrayed with
fire and the devil.
ANSWER: Hell <Brad>



1) Name some of the actors from The Twilight Zone for 10 points each;
[10] This actor plays Ramos Clemente in the episode “The Mirror,” where he goes from a revolutionary to
a power-hungry dictator. This actor is better known for playing Columbo, and the Grandpa in The Princess
Bride.
ANSWER: Peter Falk
[10] This actor plays Robert Wilson in “Nightmare at 20,000 Feet” and Don Carter in “Nick of Time.” He’s
better known for playing Fielding Chase on Columbo. Or, I guess, James T. Kirk in Star Trek.
ANSWER: William Shatner
[10] This actor was the obsolete man in “The Obsolete Man,” Mr. Dingle in “Mr. Dingle the Strong,” and
the bookworm in the “It’s not fair” episode when his glasses break. He voiced the narrator in the Twilight
Zone movie.
ANSWER: Burgess Meredith <Brad>

2) Name some Nintendo racing games that aren’t Mario Kart for 10 points each;
[10] Nintendo ported a THQ  series of games based off of this Pixar film franchise, following Lightning
McQueen. They’re……. aggressively bad.
ANSWER: Cars
[10] This Miyamoto franchise had Black Shadow, Mr. Ead, and Samurai Goroh as playable characters, for
levels like Mute City, Big Hand, and Rainbow Road.
ANSWER: F-Zero
[10] This N-64 game sold over a million units, and had a GameCube game subtitled “Avalanche.” This
snow boarding game was criticized for product placement but levels like Golden Forest showed off its
awesome graphics.
ANSWER: 1080° <Brad>

3) This is a hockey bonus about a certain Canadian team. For 10 points each;
[10] The Tampa Bay Lightning beat this team in the 2021 NHL Finals.
ANSWER: Montreal Canadiens [accept either]
[10] It’s been 29 years since a Canadian team won the Stanley Cup, when Montreal beat this man’s L.A.
Kings. This player has the most MVP in big-four sports history and was called “The Great One.”
ANSWER: Wayne Gretzky
[10] In the first round of this year’s playoffs, Montreal got down 3-1 in the series against this other team,
with stars like Mitch Marner and Auston Matthews.
ANSWER: Toronto Maple Leafs [accept either] <Brad>

4) This artist complains about all the people that “have alternative haircuts and straight white teeth” on one
song. For 10 points each:
[10] That song, “More of the Same” comes from the debut album of this artist, titled Loner. This indie artist
recounts buying a big house in a cul-de-sac in Topeka in the song “Jeannie Becomes a Mom.”
ANSWER: Caroline Rose
[10] The last track of Loner has this name. Another track with this name is the debut single off the album
Habits by Neon Trees that says “Take a bite of my arm tonight.”
ANSWER: “Animal”
[10] The cover of Loner depicts Caroline Rose with twenty-three of these items in her mouth and a lighter
about to be used.
ANSWER: Cigarettes



5) They're colorful, upbeat, and they exist solely to get you to think your kids are happier if they eat pure
sugar for breakfast. Name some cereal mascots for 10 points each;
[10] This Kellog creature was briefly replaced by Wally the Bear as the mascot for Honey Smacks but was
brought back by popular demand. He dons a sideways blue cap and appears on red boxes with a giant
spoon.
ANSWER: Dig ‘Em Frog
[10] This classic cartoon character shills Fruity Pebbles, and for some reason, Cocoa Pebbles, with his
friend Barney Rubble.
ANSWER: Fred Flintstone [accept either]
[10] This first mascot for Cookie Crisp, a wizard, would magically turn cookie jars into bowls of cereal.
This character, voiced by Lennie Weinrib, was eventually replaced by Chip the Wolf and Cookie Crook.
ANSWER: Cookie Jarvis <Brad>

6) The founder of this exercise regimen was supposedly childhood friends with Bill Gates and learned the
secrets to weight loss from “jungle children.” For 10 points:
[10] Name this exercise regimen pioneered by bodybuilder Jack Garbarino, whose book of the same name
was an Amazon best seller in fall of 2015.
ANSWER: The Movement
[10] “The Movement” was designed to help a struggling moving company on this Comedy Central series
hosted by a namesake Canadian “that got really good grades” at business school.
ANSWER: Nathan For You
[10] Nathan for You is also responsible for creating a “Dumb” version of this ubiquitous coffee chain that
has sizes like venti and grande.
ANSWER: Starbucks

7) During a trivia contest in Bridget Jones: The Edge of Reason, the title character incorrectly thinks this song
is Madonna’s first UK single, while in actuality it was “Holiday.” For 10 points each:
[10] Name this Madonna song, whose music video features her sibling dancing back-up, with the three
people included in the video wearing black outfits in contrast to the white backdrop.
ANSWER: “Lucky Star”
[10] This Puerto Rican boyfriend of Madonna did the original remix of this track after she was unsatisfied
with the first cut. This DJ produced Whitney Houston’s “Love Will Save the Day” and currently runs
“Studio 54 Radio.”
ANSWER: John “Jellybean” Benitez [Accept either]
[10] Jellybean later produced this Latin American artist’s track “Parece Mentira.” He divorced Jennifer
Lopez in 2014 and he is the top selling Salsa artist of all time.
ANSWER: Marc Anthony [Accept Marco Antonio Muñiz]

8) I’m anticipating this director dying between the time I write this in 2018, and the tournament time, so I
expect this to be very current. For 10 points each;
[10] This director put together American Sniper, Million Dollar Baby, Mystic River, Unforgiven. In 2018,
he’s most famous for shouting at empty chairs. Answer it! Go ahead, make my day.
ANSWER: Clint Eastwood
[10] This is the only movie where Eastwood dies on screen.
ANSWER: Gran Torino
[10] Clint Eastwood directed this odd 2010 drama about George Lonegan, played by Matt Damon, who has
unusual connections to the titular realm.
ANSWER: Hereafter <Brad>



9) Too many football questions focus on the offensive side of the ball. Name some recently retired defensive
players for 10 points each;
[10] In 2020, this Panthers linebacker retired after 5 first-team all-pro selections. He retired too young to
many, but had a memorable and terrifying concussion event on-field.
ANSWER: Luke Kuechly
[10] In August of 2021, this cornerback officially retired. He famously picked off Russell Wilson in the
endzone in a Super Bowl.
ANSWER: Malcolm Butler [accept either]
[10] This former Oregon Duck and three-time Super Bowl champion retired in 2021. This safety made the
2010 all-decade team, mostly playing for the Patriots.
ANSWER: Patrick Chung <Brad>

10) In the film Knives Out, Ransom figures out that Marta can’t tell a lie without throwing up while playing this
party game. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this parlor game based on deduction, with the format traditionally having a majority group of
villagers and a smaller evil faction mixed in.
ANSWER: Mafia [or Werewolf]
[10] Marta and Harlan enjoy playing this board game that includes a tactic called atari, which forces an
opponent to zigzag.
ANSWER: Go
[10] Daniel Craig’s Benoit sings this Sondheim song to himself in the car while ambulances come to
attempt to save the housekeeper from a morphine overdose.
ANSWER: “Losing My Mind”

11) Basketball-Reference.com keeps a running “hall of fame probability” that can unofficially be used to
determine the best players ever. For 10 points each;
[10] This player is the highest rated player to not be in the Hall. This player is also the all-time leader in
V-O-R-P.
ANSWER: LeBron James [accept either]
[10] At 94%, this 8-time all-star with the Fort Wayne Pistons and Minneapolis Lakers is the “most likely”
retired player excluded from the Hall. This 50’s center went 0-5 in the finals.
ANSWER: Laurence [Larry] Foust
[10] This Nets star has 100% probability on the list, partly after leading the league in scoring 5 years in a
row for the Thunder. He now plays with Kyrie Irving and James Harden, who both apparently learned
parseltongue.
ANSWER: Kevin Durant <Brad>

12) Ivan Shapovalov came up with the concept of t.a.t.u. after watching this film. For 10 points each:
[10] A crowd of people chant “Come Out” at Elin while she is in the washroom in this film. The wheelchair
bound Viktoria tries to become popular by being homophophic to the queer main character and former
friend, Agnes.
ANSWER: Show Me Love [Accept Fucking Åmål]
[10] The film ends with them sharing this type of drink on Elin’s bed, with Elin complaining about pouring
too much syrup.
ANSWER: Chocolate Milk [prompt on “Milk”]
[10] Show Me Love famously went up against this film on its opening weekend in its native Sweden and
won. This non-Swedish film is the highest grossing film of the 20th century.



ANSWER: Titanic

13) This word follows the word “content” in a Parquet Courts song that describes World War IV as simply
another “carnage apparatus.” For 10 points each:
[10] Give this word that names a Jeff Rosenstock song that claims he “got so tired of discussing [his] future
[he] started avoiding the people [he] love(s).”
ANSWER: Nausea [Accept “Content Nausea]
[10] This artist released the song “Nausea” on his album, The Information. He later would nearly face the
same fate as Taylor Swift after Kanye appeared to interrupt this artist’s acceptance speech for his album,
Morning Phase.
ANSWER: Beck [Accept Bek Hansen]
[10] Nausea is an 80s band in the “Crust” subgenre of this musical style. A 2006 documentary declares
[this genre] Isn’t Dead, featuring interviews with members of Fugazi, The Buzzcocks, and Minor Threat.
ANSWER: Punk Rock

14) The Seinfeld gang all secretly watch this show, with Jerry being revealed first as a watcher of this series
while hooked up to a lie detector by his girlfriend Cathy. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this FOX series that spun off the short-lived Models Inc. Heather Locklear plays Amanda
Woodward on this TV show, who is nearly killed by her estranged husband Rory Blake.
ANSWER: Melrose Place
[10] This actress received her big break as Dr. Kimberly Shaw on Melrose Place. She also portrayed the
stuck up Bree Van Der Camp on an ABC series.
ANSWER: Marcia Cross
[10] Melrose Place, set in California, is a part of this franchise named for a beachside town in LA, and a zip
code.
ANSWER: Beverly Hills, 90210

15) Name some historic Hollywood figures with notable nicknames for 10 points each;
[10] This man’s only Oscar came for the soundtrack to the movie Limelight, received decades after it’d
come out. This star of The Great Dictator played “The Little Tramp” in films like Modern Times.
ANSWER: Charlie Chaplin
[10] This man, “The Great Profile,” played both Henry Jekyll and Edward Hyde in a 1920 movie. This
acclaimed star of Svengali and Moby Dick was one of the biggest Hollywood stars until drinking ruined his
career.
ANSWER: John Barrymore
[10] This man, “The Man of a Thousand Faces,” hid them all as the original Phantom of the Opera. John
Cagney played him in a fictionalized biopic but he claimed that he didn’t really exist or have a personality
between films.
ANSWER: Lon Chaney Sr <Brad>

16) This bonus is not about the film Joker nor It 2 but, for 10 points each:
[10] “Clowns to the left of me/Jokers to the right” are lyrics found in this 1972 song by a UK outfit.
ANSWER: “Stuck in the Middle with You”
[10] “Stuck in the Middle with You” is seen as a parody of this folk singer/Nobel Prize winner who went
“Electric” in 1964, leading to crowds booing him.
ANSWER: Bob Dylan
[10] Gerry Rafferty of Stealers Wheel produced the song “Letters from America,” a hit for these
countrymen of his.



ANSWER: The Proclaimers

17) Name some of the most influential people in early-ish video game history for 10 points each;
[10] This former model for Norman Rockwell’s The Scoutmaster defended Nintendo in the Lieberman
Hearings as president of Nintendo of America, and ended the war with SEGA. He later became CEO of the
Seattle Mariners.
ANSWER: Howard Lincoln
[10] This man’s Civ games proved to be extremely influential for future computer games. Pirates and
Railroad Tycoon also included his name in the title.
ANSWER: Sid Meier
[10] Trip Hawkins founded this company after designing Harvard’s major on game theory. This
microtransaction-friendly company now produces Battlefield, The Sims, Need for Speed, and Mass Effect.
ANSWER: Electronic Arts <Brad>

18) Magazines. Like newspapers, they were once popular, but now they’re only useful for disciplining Cody.
Name some of the most popular magazines in America for 10 points each;
[10] The two most circulated magazines in America, maybe unsurprisingly, are sent out by this
organization.*This Group*: The Magazine and *This Group*: The Bulletin combine for nearly 50,000,000
readers a month.
ANSWER: AARP
[10] The third most circulated magazine in America is this retailer’s magazine. It also offers a 200 page
almanac, and a cookbook series.
ANSWER: Costco
[10] Game Informer, the fifth most-read magazine, is put out by this game retailer. Yeah, I can’t pay $6 a
month for this magazine, but I’ll give you 31 cents of store credit, bud. Their slogan is “Power to the
Players,” which recently took on a brand new meaning with a certain stock fiasco.
ANSWER: GameStop <Brad>

19) Name some well known children’s authors for 10 points each;
[10] This author’s Goosebumps series features Slappy the Dummy and often has vivid cover art. This
author has also written some Man-Thing and He-Man cartoons as well, but he is definitely better known for
Goosebumps.
ANSWER: R.L. Stein
[10] This author created Henry Huggins, Ramona Quimby, and a score of other vivid characters. Her only
Newbery win is for Dear Mr. Hemshaw, because she doesn’t kill off enough dogs at the end I guess.
ANSWER: Beverly Cleary
[10] This author of The Graveyard Book and Fortunately, the Milk is better known for appealing to older
audiences.
ANSWER: Neil Gaiman <Brad>

20) This woman is one of the lead detectives in the RHCU, also known as the “Really Heinous Crime Unit.”
For 10 points each:
[10] Name this detective played by Rashida Jones, who was created by the husband-wife duo of Steve
Carrell and Nancy Carrell for a TBS series.
ANSWER: Angie Tribeca [Accept either]
[10] Angie Tribeca’s partner, played by Hayes MacArthur, has this name. This is also the name of the band
that scored an 80s hit with the song “Centerfold.”
ANSWER: Jay Geils [Accept either; also accept J. Geils]



[10] Nancy Carrell plays this wife of LA’s mayor, Joe Perry, in her series Angie Tribeca.
ANSWER: Katy Perry

21) Three coaches have won both the Super Bowl and NCAA football championship. It’s the number 3, so you
get a bonus on it, because I’m out of ideas, for 10 points each;
[10] This former Jets and Patriots head coach finally found success with Matt Leinart and Reggie Bush at
USC before bouncing into the NFL, again, and finally winning the biggest game.
ANSWER: Peter Carroll
[10] This Cowboy beat the Steelers in Super Bowl XXX after spending 16 years coaching a Big 12 team.
He left that team during probation, after he was charged with insider trading and his quarterback offered
cocaine to an FBI agent.
ANSWER: Barry Switzer
[10] Switzer is largely accused of having NFL success because he inherited this man’s Cowboys roster in
1993. This Hurricanes and Cowboys coach won a pair of Super Bowls with Troy Aikman.
ANSWER: Jimmy Johnson <Brad>

22) The film-making duo of Powell and Pressburger are often simply known as “The Archers,” starting a
prominent studio of unconventional British pictures. For 10 points each:
[10] One of their best remembered works is The Red Shoes, a film whose title ballet is based on a story by
this Dane. He also wrote The Little Mermaid.
ANSWER: Hans Christian Andersen
[10] This man plays Captain Hans Langsdorff of the Admiral Graf Spee in the Archers’s film The Battle of
the River Plate. He also won an Oscar for his role of Howard Beale in Network.
ANSWER: Peter Finch
[10] Alexander Alekhine’s My Best Games of Chess is thrown down a stairwell by Conductor 71 in this
film. David Niven plays fighter pilot Peter Carter, who travels to a realm called the Other World via an
escalator in this film.
ANSWER: A Matter of Life and Death [Accept Stairway to Heaven


